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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is starting point for creating an OData
service?
Please choose the correct answer. Response:
A. EDM
B. Service Document
C. HTTP GET Method
D. Collection
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: A
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NEW QUESTION: 3
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A. vEdge at the branch
B. vSmart at the branch
C. vSmart at the hub
D. vEdge atthe hub
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
A learn using Kanban identifies mat their cycle time has
significant variation After brainstorming, the team determines
that the root cause is the stones' varying sizes and risks What
should the team do?
A. Create a dedicated overflow swimlane on the Kanban board for
stones that are loo large
B. Set a policy lo break down stories larger than a specified
complexity, then adjust the WIP
C. Create a triage step on the Kanban board to pre-identify
risky stones
D. Reduce work in progress (W1P) limits to accommodate slack
for riskier stories
Answer: D
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